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1. 
The call for transparency along worldwide supply chains 
is getting louder!

Following the most recent disruptions to 
global supply chains as a result of corona, the 
Ever Given accident in the Suez Canal and 
the cascading effects of supply chain prob-
lems caused by the war in Ukraine, the key 
actors along the global value chains mean-
while understand that the transparency and 
visibility of supply chains is a central crite-
rion for the quality of these chains. While just 
a couple of years ago it was safe to assume 
that goods could arrive in our markets on time 
from virtually anywhere in the world, we have 
since seen the supply situation deteriorate 
significantly.

Dramatic delays in deliveries from the Far 
East have become the norm, and there is lit-
tle indication that we will see any recovery of 
worldwide supply chains in the near future. 
There are now also supply bottlenecks for raw 
materials, energy and intermediate products. 
Expansion of production capacities will not 
be possible in the short term, and the trans-
port capacity of the maritime shipping com-
panies is also exhausted due to the tailbacks 
in front of key ports. The same applies to the 
supply chains extending from the ports into 
the hinterland, where capacity is restricted by 
a shortage of truck drivers.

There has been an almost imperceptible shift 
from the question of the most cost-efficient 
mode of transport to the question of how 
retailers or producers can continue to deliver 
goods to their customers. This supply capa-
bility is sometimes even more important 
than the price of the goods themselves. Sup-
ply capability depends on product availabil-
ity, which in turn depends on transport capac-
ity in the logistics chain and information on 
when a shipment will have arrived at its desti-
nation. The keyword in all of this is “transpar-
ency” – across the entire supply chain.
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2. 
What are the benefits of transparent supply chains?

Transparency is not only important against the 
backdrop of supply chain disruptions. Custom-
ers also expect transparent supply chains, and 
both ecological and social expectations are 
increasing at the same time. Products should 
be made without burdening the environ-
ment and without questionable working con-
ditions. The German Act on Corporate Due Dili-
gence Obligations in Supply Chains will in future 
require companies to document violations and 
take steps to counteract future violations. To 
do this, a trading company must be aware of 
the upstream suppliers of his own suppliers as 
well as their geographic distribution. Transpar-
ency across the supply chains, exact informa-
tion about the means of production or transport 
vehicles, and knowledge of transport routes, 
production systems and the like are also impor-
tant for the mapping of net CO2 footprints. 
These are all areas in which transparent logis-
tics systems set themselves apart from opaque 
systems.

On the road to greater transparency, new 
technologies increase the requirement for 
logistics to ensure more transparency but 
also make it easier to meet this require-
ment. The basis for transparency is generally 
the harmonisation of process-spanning and 
cross-company interfaces to optimise track-
ing and tracing. Sometimes this is achieved 
in-house by a logistics service provider, a 
retailer or a manufacturing company or, as 
is often the case, with the support of a ser-
vice provider specialising in solutions of this 
kind. Studies also clearly show that there are 
major potentials for tracking and tracing in 
the transport sector.1

The key to this kind of transparency is uniform 
master data, generally collected from widely 
differing data sources with the help of tech-
nology (and, ideally, automated). It is safe to 
assume, however, that the lion’s share of com-
pany data that is used today is not uniformly 
formatted and can therefore not be directly 
utilised for analytical purposes.
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3. 
Generic overview of the use of technology in logistics

The “Trends and Strategies” study series from 
Bundesvereinigung Logistik (BVL) e.V. pro-
vides an overview of the technologies that 
are already being used to manage both infor-
mation flows and material flows in the logis-
tics sector.

The study shows that information technology 
in particular is becoming increasingly impor-
tant in the context of supply chain transpar-
ency. ERP systems (Enterprise Resource Plan-
ning systems) that permit statistical analysis 
of large data volumes, warehouse manage-
ment systems for the management of physi-
cal stock inventories, and transport manage-
ment systems are widely used.2 Utilisation of 
external IT service platforms (“platform as a 
service”) is still only sporadic, but the availa-
bility of these platforms is increasing and they 
will be ever more important in years to come. 
If equipped with the relevant algorithms, 
these systems not only permit the collection 
of data; the use of advanced data analysis 
processes also paves the way for the identifi-
cation of regular patterns in operating rou-
tines and – with the caveat of non-plannable 
events – allows forecasts for the through-
out times of transport processes (inter-com-
pany transport) or warehousing processes 
(in-house logistics). In this context, ever more 
powerful analysis techniques promote a bet-
ter understanding (transparency) of even 
highly complex interrelationships in supply 
chains and facilitate more effective manage-
ment of these chains. The field of advanced 
analysis methods alone is extremely diverse, 
comprising not just the logistics software out-
lined above but also areas like image process-
ing (for tasks such as automated load meas-
urement), machine learning (for pattern 
recognition and derivation of predictions, for 
example) or automatic text and speech pro-
cessing (to facilitate documentation and com-
munication). The potential applications are by 
no means limited to logistics tasks.

Material flows in the warehouses of indus-
try, trade and logistics are a further major 
field for the use of technology, and vari-
ous support technologies, automation solu-
tions and robotics concepts play a key role in 
this respect. Against the backdrop of the skill 
shortage, the focus is above all on error-free 
handling of ever-greater material flows with 
the help of data recording devices such as bar-
code scanners or smartphones, which are rel-
atively inexpensive and ensure a rapid return 
on investment. Fully autonomous technolo-
gies can process work orders independently 
and without human involvement, but they 
require particularly high investment while 
providing far lower flexibility. They are there-
fore not especially widespread for cost rea-
sons and are mainly encountered in the area 
of in-house logistics. Depending on the use 
case, comparatively short ROI times of just a 
few years are now also conceivable for fully 
automated systems. Collaborative work pro-
cesses based on the interplay of human pick-
ers and picking robots are also already in use 
in numerous warehouses.3

There is major potential for the collabora-
tive use of data along the transport chain, 
and mobile access to company data is mean-
while a common practice. Automated com-
munication between machines by intelligent 
interlinked objects is far less widespread. Digi-
tal marketplaces are far more popular and are 
also playing an ever greater role in the pro-
vision of logistics services. This is an area in 
which many new business models and com-
panies are emerging, driven by venture cap-
ital.
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4. 
Can data drive a “new logistics”?

The spread of cost-efficient technologies that 
use sensors and are able to document and 
forward data (so-called intelligent devices 
or smart objects) means that a data-focused 
business vision can in future become reality.  
Cisco projections predict that there will 
already be up to 29 billion interconnected 
objects worldwide by the year 2023.4  The 
highest growth is predicted for machine-
to-machine communication rather than, for 
example, smartphones or other consumer 
electronics. This lays the foundation for more 
data-focused processes in all areas of the 
economy (and in society). The causal chain is 
simply explained: if data-generating devices 
become more widespread and a data infra-

structure is in place, then it is logical that 
more data are produced that can also be uti-
lised in a profitable manner. Examples of 
emerging technology infrastructures include 
telematic modules in new utility vehicles or 
WLAN infrastructure in industrial/logistics 
properties; not to mention private or work 
smartphones with numerous sensors that 
can be controlled via apps and that, for exam-
ple, form the basis for digitalisation of deliv-
ery notes – a goal being pursued in the frame-
work of the “cloud4log” project in Germany.5 
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5. 
Who leads the field? –  
On the role of start-ups and other pioneers in the sector

Innovative projects geared towards objectives 
such as the digitalisation of delivery notes are 
also and in particular the mission of start-ups, 
and start-ups with a strong focus on the pro-
vision of logistics services have become far 
more common since the middle of the last 
decade and have now gained a foothold in the 
logistics market. Start-ups are mostly involved 
in the highly focused development of a sin-
gle product and are very small; their pace of 
development is generally far more rapid than 
that of established companies. Moreover, 
the availability of venture capital means that 
some start-ups experience a tempo of devel-
opment that can even be described as dra-
matic. A number of high-valuation companies 
have meanwhile emerged in the logistics sec-
tor and have succeeded in attracting noticea-
ble investment volumes. According to a study 
conducted by McKinsey, the total investment 
in logistics start-ups doubled from 2020 to 
2021 from 12.6 to 24.6 billion USD.6  Start-ups 
that offer transparency solutions recorded 
the highest rates of increased investment.7  
While 10 years ago it was inconceivable that 
details of an ETA (estimated time of arrival) 
for incoming shipments might be monetised 
via a business model, this is now the basis of 
multiple business models in the start-up sec-
tor. ETAs are naturally upgraded by the addi-
tion of analyses, dashboards, etc. 

The initiatives and projects of established 
companies in the logistics sector are at least 
as important as the activities of start-ups. 
Xpress Ventures as a company builder for 
Fiege, the Rhenus “Rhevo Inkubator”, the DHL 
Start-up-Lab, Schenker Ventures or Kubicx (a 
subsidiary of Schmitz Cargobull) or BEAM (a 
subsidiary of intralogistics player Beumer) are 
just some examples of initiatives set up by 
established logistics companies with the aim 
of identifying innovations, start-ups or new 
applications.8  Companies without a desig-
nated and externally visible innovation unit 
are also relevant in this respect but are less 
easy to identify if they do not offer solutions 
externally.

Despite these examples, only around 8% of 
all established logistics service providers have 
an innovation unit of this kind.9  But logistics 
service providers in particular – who unlike 
manufacturing companies, for example, do 
not have R&D budgets in the classic sense – 
have increased their budgets for the devel-
opment of innovations in recent years. More 
than one in two of the surveyed companies 
have increased their budgets, and roughly one 
in four have done so significantly (>10% over 
3 years).10  
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6. 
The role of crisis as a driver of innovation

The persisting crises have greatly accelerated 
digitalisation and the use of technology along 
global supply chains. 

The technology required to ensure transpar-
ency is available, and companies are making 
increasing use of this technology, hence pro-
moting its spread. New concepts, business 
models and technology deployment scenarios 
are being trialled faster than was the case just 
a few years ago. The pressing problem of the 
skill shortage in logistics is further increas-
ing the pressure on companies to find innova-
tive solutions. 

It is generally also agreed that companies who 
exchange their data will likely be more suc-
cessful.11  Nevertheless, the lack of willing-
ness to exchange data is an issue that has not 
yet been entirely resolved. Moreover, the era 
of cloud applications brings with it the risk 
of cyber-attacks, against which the world-
wide supply chains need to be adequately pro-
tected in order to ensure that they are also 
resilient to these types of threat.
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Endnotes

1 Findings of a BVL survey (as yet unpublished)
2 Finding of the study “Improved collaboration in logistics” of BVL in cooperation with Arva-to, 2021
3 For example: in the Wustermark logistics centre of the dm-drogerie markt GmbH + Co. KG company that won the  
 German Award for SCM in 2020 for the implemented concept
4 Cisco 2020, S. 6. Annual Internet Report (2018-2023). White Paper.  
 URL: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/executive-perspectives/annual-internet-report/white-paper-c11-741490.pdf,  
 last access on Sep 28, 2022
5 Joint “Cloud4Log” project of GS1 and BVL, URL: cloud4log.de.
6  see McKinsey 2022: Startup funding in logistics: Focused investment in a growing indus-try. URL:  
 https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/travel-logistics-and-infrastructure/our-insights/ 
 startup-funding-in-logistics-focused-investment-in-a-growing-industry,  
 last access on Sep 28, 2022
7 ibid.
8 For further examples and explanations, see Schwemmer 2021, p. 23  
 (Schwemmer, Martin. Auf dem Weg zu einer Neuen Logistik (“On the Road to a New Logistics”) in:  
 Logistik-Start-ups. Springer Gabler, Wiesbaden, 2021. p. 13-30.)
9 Findings of a BVL survey (as yet unpublished)
10 Findings of a BVL survey (as yet unpublished)
11 Finding of the study “Improved collaboration in logistics” of BVL in cooperation with Arva-to, 2021
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